A new three-dimensional chaotic system with a hidden attractor, circuit design and application in wireless mobile robot SUNDARAPANDIAN VAIDYANATHAN, ACENG SAMBAS, MUSTAFA MAMAT and MADA SANJAYA WS This research work proposes a new three-dimensional chaotic system with a hidden attractor. The proposed chaotic system consists of only two quadratic nonlinearities and the system possesses no critical points. The phase portraits and basic qualitative properties of the new chaotic system such as Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov dimension have been described in detail. Finally, we give some engineering applications of the new chaotic system like circuit simulation and control of wireless mobile robot.
Introduction
Chaos theory describes nonlinear dynamical systems that are very sensitive to initial conditions. Since the experimental discovery of a chaotic system by Lorenz [16] , chaos theory has found applications in several areas in science and engineering [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] .
Recently, chaotic attractors have been classified as self-excited or hidden attractors [13, 14] . An attractor is said to be self-excited provided its basin of attraction overlaps with neighborhood of a critical point. Chaotic attractors, which are not self-excited, are known as hidden attractors.
Some well-known examples of self-excited chaotic attractors are Chen system [15] , Lorenz system [16] , Sundarapandian systems [17, 18] , Pehlivan system [19] , Akgul system [20] , etc.
Some well-known examples of hidden chaotic attractors are chaotic systems with no critical points [21, 22, 23] or with only one stable critical point [24] .
This research article proposes a new three-dimensional chaotic system with a hidden attractor. It is interesting that the new chaotic system has no critical points. The proposed chaotic system consists of only two quadratic nonlinearities and these nonlinearities appear in the second and third differential equations of the system.
In Section 2, we describe the dynamics, phase plots and also the dynamical properties of the new chaotic system with hidden attractor in detail. The high value of Lyapunov dimension establishes the high complexity of the proposed chaotic system with hidden attractor. In Sections 3 and 4, we give some engineering applications of the new chaotic system with hidden attractor such as circuit simulation and control of wireless mobile robot. Section 5 draws the main conclusions of this research article.
A new chaotic system with a hidden attractor
This work proposes a new autonomous three-dimensional system with two quadratic nonlinearities
where x 2 x 3 and x 2 1 are the two quadratic nonlinearities in the system dynamics. We show that the system (1) is chaotic when we take
Also, for the values of the parameters given in Eq. (2), the Lyapunov exponents of the system (1) are determined by applying Wolf's algorithm [25] as
Also, the Lyapunov dimension of the new chaotic system (1) is calculated as
which shows the high complexity of the system. Thus, the 3-D chaotic system (1) has a strange attractor. For MATLAB plots of the chaotic system (1), we take the initial state as
We keep the parameter values as in the chaotic case (2) . (1) 
The critical points of the new three-dimensional chaotic system (1) are determined by solving the system of equations
From (5a), we get x 2 = 0. Substituting x 2 = 0 in (5b), we get x 1 = 0. Substituting x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0 in (5c), we get d = 0, which is a contradiction in the chaotic case (2) .
Thus, the new chaotic system (1) does not have any critical point. Hence, the new chaotic system (1) admits a hidden attractor [13, 14] .
Circuit realization of the new chaotic system
In this section, an electronic circuit is designed to implement the new chaotic system (1). The circuit in Figure 5 has been designed following a general approach based on operational amplifiers [26, 27, 28, 29] . The variable x, y and z of the new chaotic system (1) are the voltage across the capacitor C 1 ,C 2 and C 3 . By applying Kirchhoff's circuit laws, the corresponding circuit equation can be described as:
The electronic components are chosen as:
The designed circuit is implemented in the electronic simulation package MultiSIM and the phase portraits of the chaotic attractor in the circuit are presented in Figures 6-8 . Obtained results show that the designed circuit emulates well the theoretical model (1). 
Application in Wireless Mobile Robot
In the last decade, the interaction between chaos theory and mobile robots has been studied intensively, such as chaotic behaviour on a fire fighting robot [30] , floor-cleaning operation robot [31] , patrol mobile robot [32] , motion control of robots using a chaotic truly random bits generator [33] and chaotic mobile robot using fuzzy logic [34] .
In previous research [35] , we have managed to apply mobile robot navigation system with chaos control. The result [35] exhibited the chaotic trajectory with the higher coverage rate of a specific terrain. A weakness of our previous research is delivery of data from the computer to the Arduino still using USB. Therefore, we propose a mobile robot navigation system with data transmission using wireless communications such as Bluetooth device.
The state equations of the mobile robot navigation are written as follows [36] :
where
)) is the linear velocity of the robot, v r (t) is linear velocity of right wheel, v l (t) is linear velocity of left wheel, w(t)
is angular velocity and L is distance between the two wheels.
The mobile robot navigation equations were solved numerically by using the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm. In the equations of linear velocity and angular velocity of the robot, linear velocity of right wheel (v r (t)) and linear velocity of left wheel (v l (t)) are replaced by chaotic signals x 1 (t) and x 2 (t), respectively. Then the mobile robot equations become:
By combining Eqs. (1) and (7), the following dynamics is obtained.
The system (9) describes the mobile robot navigation based on the new chaotic system. The chaotic mobile robot trajectory shown in Figure 9 can be obtained by solving the system dynamics (9) by taking the parameter values and initial conditions as: Figure 9 : Trajectory of the wireless mobile robot navigation of new chaotic system using MATLAB
Control wireless mobile robot using the new chaotic system with equation x 1 and x 2 that is sent in bluetooth on arduino shows significantly higher value of coverage rate, where the 67 % of the terrain shows to be covered by the robot. The mobile robot's workplace is supposed to be a square terrain with dimensions M = 10m × 10m = 100m 2 in normalized unit cells showed greater than previous research [35] .
We develop a wireless mobile robot controlled chaos signal based on bluetooth. Chaos signal from the computer via bluetooth is sent to the Arduino and then Arduino sends a command in the form of PWM to drive the linear velocity of right wheel and linear velocity of left wheel. In this case, bluetooth is used instead of USB as a messenger from computer to robot. Figure 10 shows the circuit schematic of the wireless mobile robot. Figure 11 shows the experimental set-up of the autonomous wireless mobile robot based bluetooth device. The new 3D chaotic system has better performance which is obvious in Figure 12 , where the terrain shows to be covered by the wireless Figure 10 : Schematic of the wireless mobile robot mobile robot. There was little difference in the trajectory of robot simulations with experiments. This is because the data sent from the chaos signal on the robot to activate the motor is very small. Meanwhile, in experiments to activate the motor required input PWM (pulse-width modulation) value in the interval 60-225. Another difference is caused due to the type of motor used.
Conclusion
A new three-dimensional chaotic system with hidden attractor is constructed and analyzed. The new chaotic system does not have any critical point. The Lyapunov dimension of the new chaotic system is obtained as D L = 2.9075, which shows the high complexity of the system. Finally, an autonomous wireless mobile robot based bluetooth device by using a chaotic motion controller was presented. The experimental results show an unpredictable trajectory and trajectory with the higher coverage rate of a specific terrain. As future research, we plan to apply chaos signals on robot vision. 
